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SEATING

Versteel Introduces Kompis: Charismatic and Talented
 Ɇ Kompis is an adaptable seating family 

with a diverse offering of design solutions. 
This collection of guest, stools and bariatric 
chairs features a refined wall-saver metal 
frame and generous seat. The square back 
and gentle curves add an essence of sophistication.

Designed to accommodate, Kompis is filled with specialized solutions for 
any need. Guest chairs and stools compliment surroundings with varying 
combinations of wood or upholstery on the back, seat and arm caps. Arm 
options also include armless, arms without caps, and arms with a urethane 
arm cap. Chairs stack for easy storage. Tailor Kompis with varying functional 
design choices: link for in-line set up, casters for mobility, or tablet arm for 
productivity.

Up the ante and explore more possibilities with counter and bar height 
stools. Its tapered style and blended materials create an inviting experience, 

whether working, waiting or mingling. Loaded with the versatilities of its guest counterpart, 
Kompis stools are stackable and feature the same back, seat and arm options.

Kompis goes above and beyond with extensive features and functional options. Personalize 
your Kompis by choosing from a wide range of powder coat colors, wood finishes and textiles. 
Chic design selections, such as a chrome base and a mix of wood and soft upholstery, make a 
sophisticated impression. On the flip side, functional details optimize durability, including 
urethane arms and coated fabric. With so many style options, use Kompis anywhere.

TABLES

KFI Studios Introduces Rang Table
 Ɇ KFI Studios is pleased to introduce 

a new table collection named Rang. 
Designed by Qdesign, Rang is a collection 
of tables created for collaborative and 
communal spaces. Its sophisticated style 
makes it suitable for café and hospitality 
settings yet versatile enough to work in 
office spaces as well. 

Inspired by the natural bends in the 
human form, Rang has an organic feel 
while showcasing its strength and 
stability in its stance. Constructed of solid 
ash wood legs and finished in either light or dark stain, the Rang table series is offered in seated 
and standing heights with a variety of top options. The metal belting provides structural support 
plus adds a touch of customization to your space with five color options to choose from.
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